RARE BOOK CATALOGING SHEET

Date dropped off: ____________________

Date returned: ____________________

Title Keyword:

Date of publication: ___________________

Always add:
690 : 4: Imprint |z Country |z City |y Date.
700/710 ALL Printer(s), Publisher(s), Bookseller(s) |5FU

The phrases to look for and what relator term to use are:
Printed by: use |e printer.
Printed for: use |e publisher.
Sold by: use |e bookseller.

Form/Genre Entries: 655 -7 and |2rbgenr
Below, |z|z|y means: |z Country/State of publ. |z City of publ. |y Date of publ.

--- Publishers' advertisements |x Name |z |z |y. |2rbgenr
--- Booksellers' advertisements |x Name |z |z |y. |2rbgenr
--- Anti-Semitic literature |z |z |y. |2rbgenr

Form/Genre Entries: 655 -7 and |2gmGPC
Below, |z|z|y means: |z Country/State of publ. |z City of publ. |y Date of publ.

--- Aquatints |z |z |y. |2gmGPC
--- Engravings |z |z |y. |2gmGPC
--- Etchings |z |z |y. |2gmGPC
--- Maps |z what is mapped |y. |2gmGPC
--- Wood-engravings |z |z |y. |2gmGPC
--- Woodcuts |z |z |y. |2gmGPC

Form/Genre Entries: 655 -7 and |2rbPri
Below, |z|z|y means: |z Country/State of publ. |z City of publ. |y Date of publ.

|x Name means name of printer (if device) or former owner (if bookplate)

--- Errata lists (Printing) |z |z |y. |2rbpri
--- Printers' devices (Printing) |x Name |z |z |y. |2rbpri
--- Signature registers (Printing) |z |z |y. |2rbpri

Form/Genre Entries: 655 -7 and |2rbbPb
Below, |z|z|y means: |z Country/State of publ. |z City of publ. |y Date of publ.

|x Name means name of printer (if device) or former owner (if bookplate)

--- Printers' devices (Publishing) |x Name |z |z |y. |2rbbPb
--- Subscription lists |z |z |y. |2rbbPb

Other additions/comments:

--- Electronic bookplate
--- gift of
--- in honor of
--- in memory of

--- 500 note: Rare Books Collection copy from the
--- _____________________________ Collection |5FU

--- 7001- Name. |e former owner.

--- 7102-_______________ Collection.